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by Lisa Stewart
As ABR’s record-breaking bear season of 2011 came 

to an end, many successes were realized when 
bears were returned to 

their natural habitat.  
However, as 2012 rolled 
in, so did many more 

bears.  Severely depleted 
yearlings were discovered 
by concerned residents 
in a number of counties 
and captured by wildlife 
officers for admittance to 
ABR to receive immediate 
care.  By spring, ABR was 
caring for 35 yearlings 
with the smallest only 
weighing 10 pounds.

It was heart-wrenching to see such tiny yearlings finding 
their way to the ABR facility, but rewarding to watch as 
the bears overcame their struggles and recovered with the 
support of their newfound family units.  ABR’s generous 
supporters helped the bears’ recovery process by offering 
food, supplies and many essentials required to return them 
to a healthy condition.  Followers of ABR’s Facebook 
page (www.Facebook.com/AppalachianBearRescue) have 
enjoyed documenting the bears’ progress on a daily basis.

As we’ve reported many times in the past, bears are 
extremely resilient and even severely depleted orphaned 
bears will respond quickly to good nutrition and 
comradery in a safe haven.  Two of our most recent arrivals 
(Bella and Parker) proved to be excellent examples of the 
recovery process at ABR.  Bella was admitted on March 

(continued on page 4)

ABR releases 29 bears to their 
wild habitat

Waking from their winter naps, our bears were ready to be 
returned to their wild homes.
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By Jack Burgin
Change strengthens organizations, especially volunteer-based 

non-profits.  And change has come to ABR. After having the 
privilege of serving as president of ABR’s board of directors for 
the better part of the last 11 years, I decided it was time for 
change  I’m taking this opportunity to remark on how far ABR 
has come.

I first joined the board over 11 years ago, in October 1999.   
I’m not the longest serving board member.  That privilege goes 
to the incredible Tom Faulkner, who has been with ABR since 
the start.  I also had the honor of working with another ABR 
“Tom”, Tom Brosch, who will always be the public face of 
ABR, particularly in Gatlinburg, where folks still call to ask 
him about the cubs.   ABR wouldn’t be here today, helping 
bear cubs, without the steadfast devotion of both of its “Toms.”

Shortly after I joined the board, ABR released Cub #39, whose 
mother had been killed by a car near the Chimney’s Picnic Area 
and who was released by being placed in a den off the Huskey 
Gap Trail not far from where the cub was found.  With the 19 
cubs we have helped so far in 2012, ABR has helped a total of 
182 cubs to date.   While I can’t take credit for this, I’m proud 
to say I have helped those cubs in some small way.

Not surprisingly, ABR’s budget has increased over the years.  
There seem to be two constants for ABR.  First, black bear 
cubs will, unfortunately, continue to be orphaned or injured.  
Second, food costs will continue to increase.  In just one 
month, March of 2012, ABR spent $7,908 on feeding the bear 
cubs.  This does not include the food that has been generously 
donated nor does it include donations to the IGA’s “Chubby 
Cubby” campaign.

Aside from being able to help the cubs that ABR has released, 
one of the best perks associated with being president of ABR is 
the wonderful people I have been privileged to know.  I wish I 
could list them all here but I know I would leave out someone 
important.

During my presidency ABR added a blog, a Facebook page, 
and significantly revised its website.  I may have started each of 

those projects but 
other volunteers 
adopted these 
and made them 
the success they 
are today.

So why did 
I turn in my 
gavel?  I made 
up my mind 
that this would 
be my last term 
when I was re-
elected president 
t w o  y e a r s 
ago.  We have 
strengthened our 
board and recruited enthusiastic volunteers.  Our supporters 
make a huge difference in the life of a bear cub.  So the answer 
to my question is essentially, the time was right.  

ABR has some sizable future needs, which must be addressed 
soon.  We need to expand the facilities.  Housing over 20 bear 
cubs a year takes a heavy toll on ABR’s physical facilities.  We 
not only need to expand for the older cubs, we also needs a 
better place to house and care for the youngest cubs we receive.  
When severely underweight cubs come to ABR, they often need 
a warm, comfortable place to stay, a place out of the cold night 
air.  This idea will become a reality through our “Cub Nursery 
Campaign.”

I will continue to serve on the board as a board member.  
With the board’s consent, I hope to use some of the time I 
have spent managing ABR’s fundraising activities to work on 
projects that will broaden our visibility in the local community 
while also helping to reduce, through education, the number 
of human/bear incidents in the areas surrounding the Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park.

THe More things change, the more 
they stay the same

Jack Burgin has seen a lot of changes 
during his 11 years with ABR.

Newsletter notice
We have not heard from some of you for 

two years or longer.  Because of the expense 
to print and mail our quarterly newsletter, 
we are faced with the need to carefully 
review our mailing list.  Therefore, it 
may be that this is your last newsletter.  
If you would like to receive the email 
version of our newsletter going 
forward, just send us your email 
address with “Newsletter” as the 
subject. Thank you for understanding.



Help us win a new car to make an even bigger difference!
Appalachian Bear Rescue is proud to announce we’ve been 

selected as a finalist in Toyota’s 100 Cars for Good program. 
Now we need your support! 

Tell your friends and vote for Appalachian 
Bear Rescue at www.100carsforgood.com 
on May 23! 

Toyota’s 100 Cars for Good program will be awarding 100 vehicles to 100 nonprofits over the 
course of 100 days based on votes from the public. A total of 500 nonprofits 
were selected from more than 4,000 applications nationwide. We are hoping 
to win a new Toyota Tundra to help us care for and rehabilitate the black 
bears and release them back into the wild.
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Lisa Stewart, our dedicated 
curator for the past nine years 
has resigned to explore other 
opportunities.  Please help us 
wish her the best of luck for 
her future! 

ABR is now in the 
capable hands of Rick 
Noseworthy, who was the 
charter president of ABR.  
Rick is a retired professional 
forester with more than 30 
years of conservation and 
environmental protection 
experience.   Rick’s dedication 
and experience will be a great 
asset to the continued care 
and rehabilitation of the 
cubs.

Welcome, New 
Curator!

Appalachian Bear Rescue is One of 
500 Finalists for Toyota 100 Cars for 

Good Program

Rick Noseworthy will be 
taking over curator duties

A Big Bear Hug to…

We want to thank 
IGA and those who 
have supported the 
Chubby Cubby 
campaign.

Our cubs are 
grateful for their full 
bellies and extend 
their appreciation for 
your continued help.

Follow our cubs’ progress!
www.facebook.com/AppalachianBearRescue

Click this QR code to learn more about how you 
can help ABR win a new Toyota Tundra.



Come out, come out wherever you are!  TWRA officials checking the den for late risers.
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Before our cubs are sent back to their wild homes, TWRA officers gather many statistics to help them keep 
track of each bear’s progress.  ABR uses this information to constantly fine-tune our care program.

twra treats the cubs with tlc

2nd weighing only 13 pounds and Parker was admitted the 
same day weighing 18 pounds.  The bears were introduced 
to new family units in which Bella showed her maternal 
instincts quickly by comforting two smaller bears (Stella and 
Junior) and Parker received care from several larger bears. 
Both bears settled into their comfort zones and feasted on 
grapes, apples, red leaf lettuce and other protein-rich treats.  
They gained over a pound a day and weighed 50 pounds 
each when they were released on April 10th!  Now, they 

have been joined by many other ABR graduates to enjoy the 
beautiful spring weather in their wild habitat.

Four sows that escaped the release process last December 
retreated to a cozy, underground den for the winter.  When 
they emerged this spring, they found many smaller yearlings 
in their space and were soon forced out of their den by 
the new arrivals who sought the comfort and safety of the 
underground “hidey-hole.”  The four sows had not seen the 
light of day for months and most of their fur was missing!!  

ABR releases 29 bears to their wild habitat
(continued from front page)

Watching from above, a curious cub 
checks out the hubub going on in the 
enclosure below.
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What a difference ABR makes

The “bald beauties” had been packed tightly in their den so 
their very warm bodies dropped much of their fur. When 
they emerged from the den, they looked “patchy” but 
were still plump and healthy. The sun and fresh air helped 
their fur start filling in and energized them to participate 
in foraging and roughhousing with their new companions.  
They were also released in April and should thrive in the 
wild.

ABR has released 29 bears to their wild habitat in 2012.  

The bears remaining at the ABR facility at 
this time are still small, but progressing 
quickly.  Your generous support 
ensures that these bears will have all 
the essentials necessary to regain their 
health and to be ready to embark on 
new adventures in their wild world.  Many 
thanks to all of our kind supporters who help ABR 
continue its mission of giving bears a second chance!

ABR releases 29 bears to their wild habitat
(continued from front page)

Before they are weighed and tagged, the cubs are given a mild sedative to help them relax.

BEFORE AND AFTER:  Our readers may remember this 
tiny cub from our Summer 2011 issue. Today it is a 
big, strong bear who was released back into the wild.  
To get an idea of how much it has grown, compare it 
to the car tires behind it.
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On April 3rd, all Ben & Jerry’s ice cream shops in the 
world had their annual “Free Cone Day.”  The shop in 
Gatlinburg, TN generously shared the day with ABR, 
by offering customers an upgrade from a plain cone 
to a waffle cone for a $1 donation to ABR.  We want 
to thank the store owner and her enthusiastic crew of 
“scoopers,” who worked tirelessly for 8 hours and helped 
us raise over $1,100 for the care of our yearling cubs!

ABR Day at Ben & Jerry’s

Renovations 
continue at abr
ABR has received major help in its project to upgrade the 

facilities to better serve the needs of its bears. Four buildings 
have been purchased at a great savings from Home Depot to 
aid in cub care, refrigerated food storage, and general storage. 
Danny Davis Electrical Contractors donated materials and 
over 60 hours labor to furnish light and power to all the 
buildings. We appreciate their help, especially that of Conrad 
Kelsey and his crew.

Danny Davis Electrical 
Contractors donated materials 
and over 60 hours labor.

Four buildings have been 
purchased at a great savings 
from Home Depot.

We have been profiling individual volunteers in the last few 
issues.  This time, we want to welcome an enthusiastic group 
of brand new volunteers who attended our Volunteer Training 
session on Saturday, April 21st.  They were anxious to learn 
about bears and ABR and are ready to get started!

Watch us grow on the ABR Blog & 
Facebook...and thank you!

Check Out Our New, 
Improved ABR Website!
Our website has 

needed a “facelift” 
for a long time.  A 
generous and multi-
talented volunteer, Dr. 
Ellen K. Rudolph, has 
completely reworked 
our website, making it 
user-friendly and easy 
to navigate.  Ellen has 
vast experience as a 
photo-journalist, as 
well as having been a 
driving force in animal 
nonprofits in the state 
of Virginia, where she lived for many years.

Visit our new website, using this shortcut: 
ABRtn.org (you can still get there with the old URL: 
appalachianbearrescue.org, as well).  You will be able to read 
great bear rescue stories, current ABR news and upcoming 
events, information about our education programs, and even 
recent issues of newsletters!  
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By Ben Seven
I’ve never seen a Black Bear Cub. Not in real life. My 

observations have been restricted to videos posted on the ABR 
Facebook page. After many minutes of careful and intelligent 
scrutiny of these videos, I feel expert enough to share my 
conclusions with the public.

 
The Black Bear Cub: Where it is found
All the videos were filmed at a refuge known as Appalachian 

Bear Rescue. Over the last year, I watched cubs admitted by 
the dozen. Since I’ve not heard of baby bears living in such 
profusion elsewhere, we may conclude that the Black Bear Cub 
(species Ursus Cuteis) is specific to the area around Townsend, 
Tennessee. This place must consider itself the luckiest town in 
the world. 

The misconception that little cubs grow to be big bears is 
like believing that pickles are baby cucumbers. I’ve never seen a 
video of a big bear being cared for at ABR, and I’ve never met 
a cucumber that tasted like a pickle. From this overwhelming 
evidence, we may conclude that the Black Bear Cub is a separate 
species from the larger version of the animal. Pickles come from 
the Pickle Plant, and baby bears stay baby bears. End of story.

The Black Bear Cub: Sub-Species
A careful observer (like me) will have noted there are many 

sub-species within the species Ursus Cuteis. To date, I have 
identified three…no, four. The identification of more must 
wait on government funding. 

Pointy ears: Some of the cubs sported very pointy, unbear-
like ears. These are the trademark of Ursus Cuniculus, or in 
layman’s terminology, the “Rabbit Cub”. They are famous for 
their listening skills, and are able to detect the sound of a yogurt 
delivery truck from a great distance. They are often confused 
with the Kangaroo Cub (Ursus Macropus) who isn’t a good 
listener, preferring to hop instead.

Light-brown colouring: My superb observatorial skills 
detected one cub with the telltale shading of the rare Cinnimim 
…Ciminnimanum…Ciminimi…the rare Spice Cub. I have a 
theory that she can flavor a pumpkin pie just by standing next 
to it, but will have to wait for government funding to test the 
hypothesis.

Snoutish nose: Cubs with a rather porcine nose are members 
of the “Piggy Bear” (Ursus Sus Scrofa), a sub-species who use 
their snouts to forage for the wild truffle. As we all know, 
truffles are chocolates that grow at the base of trees. Piggy Bears 
love them, and so do I.

The Black Bear Cub: Its Construction
Just what are little bears made of? My fellow scientists have 

pondered this question for centuries. My laser-like focus on 
detail can finally provide the answer.

The Black Bear Cub is comprised of a pair of ears at the top, 
and a large bottom…at the bottom. In between, are a pair of 
eyes, a nose, a mouth, and a round belly, all mounted on four 
paws or, as we scientists call them, “feets”. The ears serve a triple 
purpose: 

1) to hear the approach of anything yummy. 
2) as directional antennae (we have observed them swivelling 

like radio telescopes)
3) to attract scientific study. I believe that ears are one of the 

most fascinating aspects of the Black Bear Cub.
We’ve seen in the videos that baby Black Bear Cubs are born 

with blue eyes that change to a rich brown color. We may 
conclude that little bears are issued blue contact lenses at birth, 
and discard them as they grow older. This is an aesthetic choice; 
baby bears simply think that brown eyes suit them better than 
blue. I do not disagree.

The Black Bear Cub’s nose and mouth function as a single 
unit, the nose signalling that the yogurt is good, and the mouth 
agreeing. Inside the mouth is a very long tongue, an indicator 
of a relationship between the Black Bear Cub and the anteater; 
the Black Bear Cub might be a distant cousin, or just a friend. 
Since I’ve never seen an anteater at ABR, we may assume that 
anteaters dislike travel; definitive answers must wait for further 
study, and government funding.

There is a direct correlation between the round belly and the 
large bottom. The large bottom, or the “bummy area” as we 
scientists call it, is the very core of the Black Bear Cub. It is the 
bottom that rules the top, pushing the cub toward food, and 
pulling it away from danger. It provides a cushion for the cub 
as it bounces off other little bears. When cubs ascend or descend 
trees, the bummy area provides “push” on the way up, “pull” on 
the way down, and if all else fails, a soft landing.

The belly expands at the same rate as the bottom; the more 
blackberries, apples, grapes and peanuts consumed by the cub, 
the rounder and rounder their bellies and bottoms become. 
There are many videos showing what goes into a cub, but no 
evidence that anything ever comes out. From this, we may 
conclude that once food enters a cub, it stays there for good, 
stored in the belly and the bottom, providing the necessary 
weight to keep them from blowing away whilst sitting in a tree. 
We may assume that the little tail, attached to the bummy area, 
serves as a propeller should the cub not be chubby enough to 
withstand the winds.

In short (and Black Bear Cubs are short), there are many 
more amazing and true facts that wait to be brought to public 
attention. Unfortunately, I’m still waiting on government 
funding to buy paper clips (the large kind); one cannot 
conduct science of this calibre without them. Please write to 
the government of your choice. Encourage them to support my 
important work.

The Black Bear Cub
A Scientific Paper-Filled with “True Facts”
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We hope you enjoy this newsletter. Any donation, 
large or small, helps ABR to continue helping the 

orphaned bear cubs. Thank you so much 
for all your generous support.

AppalachianBearRescue.org/donations.htm

Please consider being a part of our ABR 
Facilities effort to complete a proper Cub 
Nursery for the cubs of 2012 and years to 
come!  We are also working to complete other 
very important projects for the ABR cubs.

We are conducting a special fundraising 
campaign to complete three important projects:

•	 We	will	turn	an	empty	shed	into	a	nursery	
for	orphaned	cubs	too	young	for	enclosures.

•	 We	will	build	a	refrigerated	storage	unit,	
letting	us	buy	nutritious	cub	food	in	bulk.

•	 We	will	create	a	second	wild	enclosure	to	
allow regeneration of the forest growth.

To do these things, and to care for cubs, 
we need your help.  Your continued support 
is essential to our success.  Together, we can 
save black bear cubs in 2012.  Please donate at 
www.appalachianbearrescue.org today.

Cub Nursery Campaign

Our Cubs 
Need Home 

Improvements!
Want to do your part to 

provide a better home for our 
cubs?  Follow this QR code.

http://www.appalachianbearrescue.org/campaigns_abr.htm

Help Us Win a New 
Toyota!

Tell your friends and vote for 
Appalachian Bear Rescue on 

May 23! Click the code or read 
the story inside to learn more!

www.100carsforgood.com


